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Agenda

1. Lessons learned from statewide CEDS that 
can inform all EDD collaborations

2. How to use data effectively to identify & 
implement EDD partnerships

3. EDA Chicago opportunity brainstorming



Lessons learned from statewide CEDS
that can inform all EDD collaborations



Statewide CEDS initiatives

North Carolina Vermont

Minnesota Florida

Nebraska New Mexico

Idaho Maine

Arkansas Oklahoma

Alabama Utah



There is no formula.



The goal(s) must be clear and easily 
communicated.



Every participating RDO must be
fully on board.



Somebody must be in charge.



Somebody must be accountable.



Success requires dedicated resources.



It helps to have an engaged
state partner.



Identify short-term projects that
can start immediately.



RDOs hoped an updated plan could 
help them better define their 

common objectives and understand 
the areas in which they should pool 

their resources—especially while 
developing regional CEDS.

http://ceds.alabama.gov/
http://ceds.alabama.gov/


http://floridarpcscorecard.com/
http://floridarpcscorecard.com/
http://floridarpcscorecard.com/
http://floridarpcscorecard.com/










Uniform Process



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In order to facilitate the development of a statewide 
plan the Association developed strategies around 
four broad goals:

• Build on Each Region’s Competitive Advantages 
and Leverage the Marketplace 

• Establish and Maintain a Robust Regional 
Infrastructure

• Create Revitalized, Healthy and Vibrant 
Communities

• Develop Talented and Innovative People



Uniform Process

Required 
Goals



What was the motivation for participating in NCT? 
• The Association took on the project and made it a priority.  
• Each region received $50,000 for their regional planning from 

CDBG funds.

Did you encounter any resistance from EDDs and how did 
you overcome that?
• Not really, but we held several sessions with the regional 

planners to explain the uniform process and reassure them that 
EDA would support a different format.

Frequently Asked Questions



Frequently Asked Questions

How did you define your collective goals for doing a 
statewide plan and did you accomplish what you set out 
to do?
• Through planning sessions with Directors and yes we think so

How did you explain return on investment to EDDs and 
their boards 
• ROI was simpler since we gave them planning $$, but the need 

for a statewide plan in NC was somewhat obvious since there 
had not been one in 10 years.



Frequently Asked Questions

What role did data play in the planning process? Was 
access to data a factor in EDDs signing on to participate 
in the process?

• Data was critical since we were changing the CEDS process from 
a wish list to a more strategic planning process.    

• Started with SAS but ended up using ARC GIS product 
“Community Analyst”



Frequently Asked Questions

What advice would you offer to other states thinking 
about taking this on? Where did you exceed expectations 
and maybe fall short in other areas?

• Make sure you have support from your state leaders all the way 
up to the Governor 

• We exceeded in the area of uniform standards 
• We fell short in some areas of the state in “leadership from the 

top” with our Executive Directors.  Some assigned leadership to 
consultants.



Summary

Identify your “call to action”

Be clear about goals & expectations

Put somebody in charge

Establish accountability

Start with something simple



How to use data effectively to identify
& implement EDD partnerships



Data-driven collaboration

Common call(s) to action from SWOT

Common industries or clusters

Common workforce training needs

Common education needs (CTE)

Unique assets that can be leveraged (i.e. 
push/pull of research labs)



http://clustermapping.us/
http://clustermapping.us/


EDA Chicago
opportunity brainstorming
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